In With the New
A Monument Home
Gets a Makeover

by Alana Willis
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anci Regnier’s latest kitchen remodel
masterpiece is in a gorgeous
Monument home that accents
its unique and stunning Spanish
Colonial architecture.
“We needed to get away from the previous oak
choke from the 90’s,” says Nanci, referring to the
original builder-grade oak cabinets. She considered
painting them but ultimately decided to replace
them instead.
With help from Holly Dyer at Cabinet Warehouse,
Nanci selected Aristokraft and Urbana cabinets
in white with simple hardware to create a chef’s
kitchen-atmosphere and draw the eye upwards to the
magnificent vaulted ceilings. “The cabinetry maximizes
the ceiling height where the old cabinetry fell short,”
Nanci explains. “The scale and height of
the kitchen now matches the scale and height of
the ceilings.”
Crown molding was also added around the
cabinetry to take advantage of those high ceilings.
It matches the trim around the fire place and helps
transition the kitchen into the living room. “Crown
molding can be added to any cabinet,” Holly explains.
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“And all cabinet lines have different styles of crown
molding to choose from when placing an order. It can
help achieve an updated look while staying within
budget.”
In contrast with the simplicity of the white cabinets,
a gleaming slab of white Calcutta Classique quartz
serves for the island countertop, with reaching
branches of gray accent. “The Calcutta Classique
is my favorite quartz,” says Nanci. And for the back
countertops, Mystic Gray quartz balances dark with
light and adds symmetry. “We did not want an all white
kitchen and really wanted to add a little more contrast
to the room. The light grey color darkened it up just
enough.”
“Nanci and I worked together to choose the
style and color of the cabinets for this job,” Holly
shares. “There are quite a few different shades of
white. It really is the customer’s preference when it
comes to picking the final color, but this shade of white
has tones of gray in it, which is very popular right now.”
To preserve the view into and out of the kitchen, a
KitchenAid downdraft cooktop is nestled into the quartz
island. The cooktop vents grease and smoke down
and out of the kitchen so that an island hood is >>
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“The cabinetry maximizes the
ceiling height where the old
cabinetry fell short.”
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JOIN A CELEBRATION
100 YEARS IN THE MAKING.
Since 1919, KitchenAid has been inspired by makers.
The explorers, creators, risk takers and rule breakers.
They are the reason we innovate and continue to create
possibility in the kitchen. Now, join us as we commemorate
a century of unlocking culinary passion around the world.
The celebration begins with Limited Edition KitchenAid ®
products in heritage-inspired Classic Misty Blue. Visit
Marketing Playbook and our eStore, where you’ll find
digital and in-store assets to help you celebrate with us.
And watch throughout the year for ways to participate in
an experience that comes only once in a lifetime.
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Learn more at kitchenaid.com/100year

Range model KDRS467VMB and Stand Mixer model
KSM180RPMB shown in Classic Misty Blue.

®/™ ©2018 KitchenAid. All rights reserved.

The design of the stand mixer is a trademark in the U.S. and elsewhere.
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Colorado’s Largest Appliance Retailer
ApplianceFactoryFineLines.com

Denver • Boulder • Parker • Colorado Springs • Columbus, OH
See back page for more details
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not necessary. Nanci explains that canned lighting was
also used instead of pendent lighting to protect the
view out of the largest window, which reaches all the
way to the ceiling.
Nanci chose stainless KitchenAid appliances for
their high-end reputation and understated, functional
elegance. The double wall oven and oversized French
door fridge maximize efficiency in a relatively small
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space, and play well with all the other elements of the
kitchen. The fridge is especially sleek – rather than
having a bulky, external water dispenser, this model’s
water dispenser is on the inside of the fridge.
The hardwood flooring was re-stained to be a little
darker. Prior, they had more of a yellow tint similar to the
older oak cabinets. A darker espresso stain was decided
upon to add more warmth and contrast to the kitchen.
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A front view of the
transformed kitchen.
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“Can’t wait to entertain
in this space!”

The kitchen’s traditional neutral palette allowed
Nanci to have a little fun with color for decor, selecting
cherry-red barstools, place settings, and canisters,
along with a few other well-placed red pops leading
into the living room.
When asked what the highlight was of the
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remodeled kitchen, Nanci laughs and says, “We no
longer have oak choke!” She’s certainly excited, and
added, “The KitchenAid cooktop in the island looks
fabulous with the Calcutta Classique quartz. Can’t wait
to entertain in this space!”
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Appliances by

Rebel Property Solutions, LLC is the areas’ premier real
estate solutions company, and since our inception we
have been helping homeowners along with improving
communities in each and every city we work in.

For 25 years, the CW Kitchen & Bath Design Center
has been the partner of choice for homeowners and
contractors alike, providing outstanding cabinetry and
unparalleled design for an excellent value. Whatever your
style or price point, we have a solution that will fit your
needs, and our professional designers will work tirelessly
to create the kitchen or bath of your dreams..

720-277-0121
nanci@rebelpropertysolutions.com
rebelpropertysolutions.com

303-377-1199
info@cabinetwarehouse.biz
cabinetwarehouse.biz
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